Lesson: Injuries and Past Tense 4.3

SWBAT use injury words in the past tense to describe a time when they injured themselves.

**Warm-up: Old MacDonald remix**

In the past I____ had an injury
EIEIO,
And on that day she broke her toe
EIEIO,
With and aa oo here and and aa uu there
Here and an aa there an oo
Everywhere an aa, oo
On that day she broke her toe,
EIEIO

In the past I____ had an injury
EIEIO,
And on that day I burned my hand
EIEIO,
With and ee oo here and and ee oo there
Here and an ee/i there an oo
Everywhere an ee, oo
On that day I burned my hand,
EIEIO

In the past I____ had an injury
EIEIO,
And on that day he scraped his knee
EIEIO,
With and O, oo here and an O oo there
Here and an O there an oo
Everywhere an O, oo
On that day he scraped his knee,
EIEIO

In the past I____ had an injury
EIEIO,
And on that day you bruised your hip
EIEIO,
With and ouch ouch here and and ouch ouch there
Here and an ouch there an ouch
Everywhere an ouch ouch
On that day you bruised your hip,
EIEIO

**HW: Review situations What happened? Who is hurt? What body part did they hurt?**

Present regular vs irregular past tense
A1: Regular vs Irregular past tense sorting WS
*Using affirmative and negative in past tense/ Present
A2: Sentence Scramble
A3: Fill in the blank story about people/ a person who has injured themselves- with whole class

Read through question/answer with partner

HW: Reading → Circle past tense words and answer the questions about what happened (reminder)